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Abstract
In this paper, we give the structure of irreducible integrable modules of generalized Virasoro-
toroidal Lie algebras, with finite-dimensional weight spaces and non-zero central charge.
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1. Introduction
Let G˙ be a finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra over the complex field C and A =
C[t±10 , t±11 , . . . , t±1ν ] the ring of Laurent polynomials in ν + 1 variables. The universal
central extension of the loop algebra G˙ ⊗A is called a toroidal Lie algebra, here denoted
by τˆ = G˙⊗A⊕K. Toroidal Lie algebras were first introduced and studied in [19] and [10].
Since then, many important results on this class of Lie algebras have been obtained. In [10,
19,20] vertex operator representations for toroidal Lie algebras were constructed through
the use of homogeneous Heisenberg algebras, while the vertex operator construction for
the toroidal algebras of type A1 in the principal picture was given in [21]. In [15] we
constructed homogeneous vertex operator representations for the toroidal Lie algebra of
type Bl . Besides these vertex operator representations, some work has been done by
considering Verma type modules (see [3,7]). These Verma modules, however, do not have
finite-dimensional weight spaces and their irreducible quotients are not integrable. In [9],
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308 C. Jiang, D. Meng / Journal of Algebra 270 (2003) 307–334the author solved the problem of classification of irreducible integrable τˆ -modules with
finite-dimensional weight spaces.
Let D∗ be the Lie subalgebra of the full derivation algebra of A as the following:
D∗ = Cd0 ⊕
{
ν∑
p=1
fp(t0, t1, . . . , tν)dp | f1, f2, . . . , fν ∈A
}
where di is the degree derivation associated to the variable ti (0 i  ν). Adding the Lie
subalgebraD∗ to the toroidal Lie algebra τˆ , we get a larger Lie algebra (see [2,4,8,21])
τ = G˙ ⊗A⊕K⊕D∗.
As in [22], we call τ a generalized Virasoro-toroidal Lie algebra. Different from the case
of toroidal Lie algebras, the representations for generalized Virasoro-toroidal Lie algebras
constructed through the use of vertex operators are completely reducible and integrable
(see [4,22,23]). From the principal vertex operator construction, a new KDV hierarchy
and its solitary type solutions were obtained in [5]. In [2,8], a large class of irreducible
integrable τ -modules with finite-dimensional weight spaces were given. In this paper,
we study the structure of irreducible integrable modules, with finite-dimensional weight
spaces, of generalized Virasoro-toroidal Lie algebras. We prove that, up to isomorphism,
such a module V with non-zero central charge c0 (c1 = c2 = · · · = cν = 0) must have the
form L(Λ) ⊗M , where L(Λ) is an irreducible highest (or lowest) weight module with
central charge c0 of the affine Lie algebra Ga = G˙ ⊗ C[t±10 ] ⊕ Ck0 ⊕ Cd0 and M is an
irreducible module of K⊕D∗ with finite-dimensional weight spaces and the same charge.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In the next section, we recall the definition
of the generalized Virasoro-toroidal Lie algebra. We show that if V is an irreducible
integrable module of a generalized Virasoro-toroidal Lie algebra such that the weight
spaces are finite-dimensional and the central charge c0 is non-zero (c1 = c2 = · · · =
cν = 0), then V has the so-called highest (or lowest) weight space T . In Section 3, we
study the structure of T . We prove that T is an irreducible B0-module and is isomorphic to
C[q±11 , q±12 , . . . , q±1ν ] ⊗W , where W is finite-dimensional. Furthermore, on T we have
tmk0t
nk0 = c0tm+nk0,
tmkp = 0, p = 1,2, . . . , ν.
In the final section, we show that on the irreducible quotient of the induced B-module
M = IndBB0+B+ .T (or IndBB0+B− .T ) we have
kp(z, r +m)= kp(z, r)k(z,m).
From this we give our main results of this paper. Throughout the paper, we denote by C, Z
and N the sets of complex numbers, integers and positive integers, respectively.
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Let G˙ denote a finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra over C, H˙ a Cartan subal-
gebra, ∆˙ the root system of G˙, Π = {α1, α2, . . . , αl} a simple root system for ∆˙,
and ∆˙+ (∆˙−) the set of positive roots (negative roots). Then G˙ = H˙⊕α∈∆˙ G˙α . Let{eα1, eα2, . . . , eαl ; e−α1, e−α2, . . . , e−αl } be the Chevalley generators of G˙. For α ∈ ∆˙, let
α∨ ∈ H˙ be such that α(α∨) = 2. Let eα ∈ G˙α , e−α ∈ G˙−α be such that [eα, e−α] = α∨,
[α∨, eα] = 2eα , [α∨, e−α] = −2e−α . Let
G˙+ =
⊕
α∈∆˙+
G˙α, G˙− =
⊕
α∈∆˙−
G˙α, Q˙+ =
l∑
i=1
Z+αi,Z+ = N∪ {0},
P˙+ =
{
λ˙ ∈ H˙ | λ˙(α∨i ) 0, i = 1,2, . . . , l},
P˙− =
{
λ˙ ∈ H˙ | λ˙(α∨i ) 0, i = 1,2, . . . , l}.
Let A = C[t±10 , t±11 , . . . , t±1ν ] (ν  1) be the ring of Laurent polynomials in commuting
variables t0, t1, . . . , tν . For n = (n1, n2, . . . , nν) ∈ Zν , n0 ∈ Z, we denote tn00 tn11 · · · tnνν by
t
n0
0 t
n
. Let G˜ = G˙ ⊗A be the tensor product of G˙ and A with the Lie bracket:
[x1 ⊗ f1, x2 ⊗ f2] = [x1, x2] ⊗ f1f2,
where x1, x2 ∈ G˙, f1, f2 ∈A. Then G˜ can be viewed as the algebra of G˙-valued polynomial
functions on a torus. Let K, dK and K have the same definition as in [2]. Then the toroidal
Lie algebra associated to G˙ is
τˆ = G˙ ⊗A⊕K
with the bracket:
[g1 ⊗ f1, g2 ⊗ f2] = [g1, g2] ⊗ f1f2 + (g1|g2)
ν∑
p=0
(
dp(f1)f2
)
kp (2.1)
and [
τˆ ,K]= 0 (2.2)
where K is spanned by the elements{tr00 tr kp | p = 0,1, . . . , ν, r0 ∈ Z, r ∈ Zν} with the
following relations
ν∑
rpt
r0
0 t
r kp = 0. (2.3)
p=0
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i.e.,
dp = tp d
dtp
, p = 0,1, . . . , ν.
Let D be the Lie algebra of derivations on A. Then
D=
{
ν∑
p=0
fp(t0, t1, . . . , tν)dp
∣∣∣ fp(t0, t1, . . . , tν) ∈A}.
For D ∈D, D can be naturally extended to a derivation on the tensor product G˙ ⊗A by
D(x ⊗ f )= x ⊗Df, x ∈ G˙, f ∈A
and D has a unique extension to the universal covering algebra τˆ of G˙ ⊗A by
t
m0
0 t
mda
(
t
n0
0 t
nkb
)= natm0+n00 tm+nkb + δab ν∑
p=0
mpt
m0+n0
0 t
m+nkp.
It is known that the algebraD admits two non-trivial 2-cocycles with values in K (see [2]):
φ1
(
t
m0
0 t
mda, t
n0
0 t
ndb
)=−namb ν∑
p=0
mpt
m0+n0
0 t
m+nkp,
φ2
(
t
m0
0 t
mda, t
n0
0 t
ndb
)=manb ν∑
p=0
mpt
m0+n0
0 t
m+nkp.
Let φ be an arbitrary linear combination of φ1 and φ2. Then there is a corresponding Lie
algebra
τ˜ = G˙ ⊗A⊕K⊕D
with the Lie bracket (2.1), (2.2) and the following:
[
t
m0
0 t
mda, t
n0
0 t
nkb
]= natm0+n00 tm+nkb + δab ν∑
p=0
mpt
m0+n0
0 t
m+nkp, (2.4)
[
t
m0
0 t
mda, t
n0
0 t
ndb
]= natm0+n00 tm+ndb −mbtm0+n00 tm+nda
+ φ(tm00 tmda, tn00 tndb), (2.5)[
t
m0 tmda, x ⊗ tn0 tn
]= nax ⊗ tm0+n0 tm+n. (2.6)0 0 0
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D∗ =
{
Cd0 +
ν∑
p=1
fp(t0, t1, . . . , tν)dp
∣∣∣ fp(t0, t1, . . . , tν) ∈A}. (2.7)
We will be concerned with the Lie subalgebra τ = τˆ⊕D∗. We call τ a generalized Virasoro
toroidal Lie algebra associated to G˙ and φ. Let
H= H˙⊕
(
ν⊕
i=0
Cki
)
⊕
(
ν⊕
i=0
Cdi
)
. (2.8)
ThenH is an abelian Lie subalgebra of τ . Let δi ,Λi ∈H∗ (i = 0,1, . . . , ν) be such that
Λi
(H˙)= 0, Λi(kj )= δij , Λi(dj )= 0, i, j = 0,1, . . . , ν, (2.9)
δi
(H˙)= 0, δi(kj )= 0, δi(dj )= δij , i, j = 0,1, . . . , ν, (2.10)
and denote
∑ν
i=1miδi by δm, m = (m1,m2, . . . ,mν) ∈ Zν . Then τ has the root space
decomposition with respect to H as follows
τ =H⊕
(⊕
β∈∆
τβ
)
where ∆= ∆˙∪ {α +m0δ0 + δm | α ∈ ∆˙∪ {0}, m ∈ Zν , m0 ∈ Z, (m0,m) = (0,0)} and
τα+m0δ0+δm = G˙α ⊗ tm00 tm,
τm0δ0+δm = H˙⊗ tm00 tm ⊕
(
ν⊕
i=0
Ctm00 t
mki
)
⊕
(
ν⊕
i=1
Ctm00 t
mdi
)
.
Let
B =K⊕D∗
and
B+ =
ν∑
p=0
t0C
[
t0, t
±1
1 , . . . , t
±1
ν
]
kp ⊕
ν∑
p=1
t0C
[
t0, t
±1
1 , . . . , t
±1
ν
]
dp,
B− =
ν∑
p=0
t−10 C
[
t−10 , t
±1
1 , . . . , t
±1
ν
]
kp ⊕
ν∑
p=1
t−10 C
[
t−10 , t
±1
1 , . . . , t
±1
ν
]
dp,
B0 =
ν∑
C
[
t±11 , . . . , t
±1
ν
]
kp ⊕
ν∑
C
[
t±11 , . . . , t
±1
ν
]
dp ⊕Cd0,p=0 p=1
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[
t±11 , . . . , t
±1
ν
]⊕ G˙ ⊗ t0C[t0, t±11 , . . . , t±1ν ]⊕ B+,
τ− = G˙− ⊗C
[
t±11 , . . . , t
±1
ν
]⊕ G˙ ⊗ t−10 C[t−10 , t±11 , . . . , t±1ν ]⊕B−,
τ0 = H˙⊗C
[
t±11 , . . . , t
±1
ν
]⊕ B0.
Then
B = B+ ⊕ B0 ⊕ B−,
τ = τ+ ⊕ τ0 ⊕ τ−.
Extend α ∈ ∆˙ to the element in H∗ by α(ki) = α(di) = 0 (0  i  ν) and the normal
non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form (·|·) on H˙ to a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear
form on H∗ by
(αi |δk)= (αi |Λk)= 0, 1 i, j  l,
(δk|δp)= (Λk|Λp)= 0, (δk|Λp)= δkp, 0 k,p  ν.
For γ = α+m0δ0 + δm ∈∆, where α ∈ ∆˙, γ is called a real root, if (γ |γ ) = 0. Denote the
set of all real roots by ∆re. Define
γ ∨ = α∨ + 2
(α|α)
ν∑
i=0
miki.
Then
γ
(
γ ∨
)= α(α∨)= 2.
Let γ be a real root. Define reflection on H∗ by
rγ (λ)= λ− λ
(
γ ∨
)
γ, λ ∈H∗.
Let W be the Weyl group generated by {rγ | γ ∈ ∆re}. Then (·|·) defined above is
W-invariant.
Definition 2.1. A module V of τ is called integrable if
(1) V admits a weight space decomposition, i.e.,
V =
⊕
λ∈H∗
Vλ,
where Vλ = {v ∈ V | h.v = λ(h)v,∀h ∈H}. Denote by P(V ) the set of all weights.
(2) For α ∈ ∆˙, m0 ∈ Z, m ∈ Zν , eα ⊗ tm00 tm is locally nilpotent on V .
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Similar to the proof of Lemma 2.3 in [9], we can obtain the following results.
Lemma 2.1. Let V ∈ ϑfin be irreducible. Then
(1) P(V ) is W-invariant.
(2) dimVλ = dimVωλ, ω ∈W , λ ∈ P(V ).
(3) For α ∈∆re, λ ∈ P(V ), we have λ(α∨) ∈ Z.
(4) Let α ∈∆re, λ ∈ P(V ). If λ(α∨) > 0, then λ− α ∈ P(V ).
(5) For λ ∈ P(V ), λ(ki) is a constant integer, i = 0,1, . . . , ν.
By Lemma 2.1, we can assume that
λ(ki)= ci, i = 0,1, . . . , ν, ∀λ ∈ P(V ), ci ∈ Z. (2.11)
Throughout the paper, ci (i = 0,1, . . . , ν) are always defined by (2.11). Let
Ga = G˙ ⊗C
[
t±10
]⊕Ck0 ⊕Cd0.
Then Ga is an affine Lie subalgebra of τ . Let
∆a,+ = ∆˙+ ∪
{
α +m0δ0 | α ∈ ∆˙∪ {0}, m0 ∈N
}
,
∆a,− = ∆˙− ∪
{
α +m0δ0 | α ∈ ∆˙∪ {0}, −m0 ∈ N
}
,
Ga,+ =
⊕
α∈∆a,+
Ga,α, Ga,− =
⊕
α∈∆a,−
Ga,α, Ha = H˙⊕Ck0 ⊕Cd0
where Ga,α = {x ∈ Ga | [h,x] = α(h)x , h ∈Ha}. Then
Ga = Ga,+ ⊕Ha ⊕ Ga,−.
Theorem 2.1. Let V ∈ ϑfin be irreducible.
(1) If c0 > 0 and c1 = c2 = · · · = cν = 0, then there exists a non-zero element v ∈ V such
that
τ+.v = 0.
Let T = {v ∈ V | τ+.v = 0}, then there exists Λ̂ ∈H∗a such that h.v = Λ̂(h)v, for all
h ∈Ha, v ∈ T . We call T the highest weight space of V .
(2) If c0 < 0 and c1 = c2 = · · · = cν = 0, then there exists a non-zero element v ∈ V , such
that
τ−.v = 0.
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h ∈Ha , v ∈ T . We call T the lowest weight space of V .
(3) If c0 = c1 = · · · = cν = 0, then there exist non-zero elements v,w ∈ V such that(G˙+ ⊗A).v = 0, (G˙− ⊗A).w = 0.
Proof. For λ= (λ1, λ2, . . . , λν), λi ∈C, 1 i  ν. Let
Vλ =
{
v ∈ Vµ | µ(di)= λi, 1 i  ν
}
.
Since V is irreducible and integrable, we have
V =
⊕
λ−λ0∈Zν
Vλ =
⊕
m∈Zν
Vλ0+m,
for a fixed λ0 ∈ P(V ), and λ0 = (λ0(d1), λ0(d2), . . . , λ0(dν)). It is clear that Vλ is an
integrable Ga -module with finite-dimensional weight spaces, and Vλ can be decomposed
into the direct sum of irreducible finite-dimensional G˙-modules. Denote by P(Vλ) the
set of all weights µ ∈ P(V ) such that µ(di) = λi , 1  i  ν. Then P(Vλ) ⊂ P(V ). Let
λ ∈ P(Vλ) be such that λ(α∨i ) ∈ Z+, i = 1,2, . . . , l. Since dimVλ is finite, it follows that
the subspace U(G˙+)Vλ is finite-dimensional. Therefore there exists an element η ∈ Q˙+
such that
U
(G˙+)ηVλ = 0, U(G˙+)η1Vλ = 0, if η1 − η ∈ Q˙+ − {0}. (2.12)
We say Vλ+η+µ = 0 for all µ ∈ ∆˙+. Otherwise, if Vλ+η+µ = 0, for some µ ∈ Q˙+ − {0}.
Let v ∈ Vλ+η′+µ be such that G˙+(v) = 0, where η′ − η ∈ Q˙+, then U(G˙)v is an
irreducible G˙-module with highest weight µ + η′ + λ and (µ + η′ + λ)(α∨i )  0, 1 
i  l. By [6, Lemma 2.7], U(G˙)v ∩ Vλ = 0. Since U(G˙)v is irreducible, it follows that
v ∈ U(G˙+)η′+µVλ, in contradiction with (2.12). This proves that {λ ∈ P(V ) | Vλ+η = 0,
∀η ∈ Q˙+ − {0}} is not empty.
(1) Since Vλ is an integrable Ga-module with finite-dimensional weight spaces, by
Lemma 2.8 of [9], there exists λ ∈ P(Vλ) such that (λ|α) 0 and
Vλ+α = 0, ∀α ∈∆a,+. (2.13)
If Vλ+α+δm = 0, for some α ∈∆rea,+ and some m ∈ Zν . Then Vµ+β+δn = 0, for all β ∈∆rea,+
and all n ∈ Zν , where µ= λ+ α + δm ∈ P(Vλ). Suppose it is false, i.e., Vµ+β+δn = 0, for
some β ∈∆rea,+ and n ∈ Zν .
Case 1. (α + β|β) > 0. Then
(µ+ β + δn|β + δm + δn)= (λ|β)+ (α + β|β) > 0.
By (4) of Lemma 2.1, Vλ+α = 0, in contradiction with (2.13).
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Case 3. (α + β|α + β) = 0. Then α + β = kδ0, k ∈ Z+ − {0}. Since λ(k0) = c0 > 0 and
(λ|α)  0, (λ|β)  0, we have (λ|α) > 0 or (λ|β) > 0. Hence Vλ+β = 0 or Vλ+α = 0, a
contradiction to (2.13).
Up to now we prove that there exists µ ∈ P(Vλ) such that
Vµ+α+δm = 0, (2.14)
for all α ∈∆rea,+ and m ∈ Zν . In particular, Vµ+α = 0, for all α ∈ ∆˙+. Therefore (µ|α) 0,
∀α ∈ ∆˙+.
If Vµ+δ0+δm = 0, for all m ∈ Zν , then Vµ+m0δ0+δm = 0, for all m0 ∈ N, m ∈ Zν .
Therefore (1) holds. If Vµ+δ0+δm = 0, for some m ∈ Zν . Then Vµ+δ0+m0δ0+δn+δm = 0, for
all m0 ∈ N, n ∈ Zν . Suppose it is not true, i.e., Vµ+δ0+m0δ0+δn+δm = 0, for some m0 ∈ N,
n ∈ Zν . Let α ∈ ∆˙+. Since
(µ+ δ0 +m0δ0 + δn + δm|α + δ0 + δn + δm)= (µ|α)+ (µ|δ0) > 0,
we have Vµ−α+m0δ0 = 0, this contradicts (2.14). Also by (2.14), we have Vµ+δ0+δm+α+δn =
0, for all α ∈∆rea,+. (1) is proved. The proof of (2) is similar.
(3) c0 = c1 = · · · = cν = 0. Let λ ∈ P(V ) be such that Vλ+η = 0,∀η ∈ Q˙+ − {0}. If
Vλ+α+m0δ0+δm = 0 for all α ∈ ∆˙+ and (m0,m) ∈ Zν+1, (3) follows. If Vλ+α+m0δ0+δm = 0
for some α ∈ ∆˙+ and (m0,m) ∈ Zν+1. Set µ= λ+α+m0δ0+δm, then Vµ+β+n0δ0+δn = 0
for all β ∈ ∆˙+ and (n0, n) ∈ Zν+1. In fact, if Vµ+β+n0δ0+δn = 0 for some β ∈ ∆˙+ and
(n0, n) ∈ Zν+1, then (α + β|α) > 0 or (α + β|β) > 0, since α,β ∈ ∆˙+. Assume that
(α + β|α) > 0, then (µ+ β + n0δ0 + δn|α +m0δ0 + δm + n0δ0 + δn) > 0. This implies
that Vλ+β = 0, contradicting the selection of λ. Therefore (G˙+ ⊗A).Vµ = 0. ✷
Remark. The proof of Theorem 2.1 refers to methods used in [6] and [9].
3. The structure of T
Let V ∈ ϑfin be irreducible. In this section, we assume that c0 = 0, c1 = c2 = · · · =
cν = 0. Let T be the same as in Theorem 2.1. It is easy to see that T is a τ0-module. Since
V is irreducible, we know that
V =U(τ−).T or V =U(τ+).T .
Therefore T is irreducible as a τ0-module. Let
T =
⊕
ν
Tm, (3.1)
m∈Z
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By Theorem 2.1 and the fact that V has finite-dimensional weight spaces, Tm is finite-
dimensional.
Lemma 3.1. Let tmki ∈ B be such that m ∈ Zν\{0}. If there exists a non-zero element w in
T such that (tmki).w = 0, then tmki is locally nilpotent on T .
Proof. Suppose (tmki).w= 0, for some w ∈ T . For any r ∈ Zν, a ∈ {1,2, . . . , ν}, we have[[
tr da, t
mki
]
, tmki
]= 0.
Therefore (
tmki
)2
tr da.w= 0.
Furthermore, one can deduce that(
tmki
)p+1(
tr1di1 t
r2di2 · · · trk dik
)
.w = 0
for all p ∈ N, r1, r2, . . . , rk ∈ Zν , 1  i1, i2, . . . , ik  ν. Since T is irreducible and Ts is
finite-dimensional, tmki is locally nilpotent. ✷
Lemma 3.2. Assume tmk0(m ∈ Zν\{0}) is locally nilpotent on T . Then dimTn >
dimTn+m, for all n ∈ Zν .
Proof. We first prove that dimTn  dimTn+m, for all n ∈ Zν . Suppose dimTn = m,
dimTn+m = n. Let {w1,w2, . . . ,wn} be a basis of Tn+m and {w′1,w′2, . . . ,w′m} a basis
of Tn. We can assume that ma = 0, for some 1  a  ν, where m = (m1,m2, . . . ,mν).
Since tmk0 is locally nilpotent on T and Tn+m is finite-dimensional, there exists k > 0
such that (tmk0)kTn+m = 0. Therefore(
t−mda
)k(
tmk0
)k
(w1w2 · · ·wn)= 0. (3.2)
On the other hand, by induction on k, we can deduce that
(
t−mda
)k(
tmk0
)k = k∑
i=0
k!k!
i!(k− i)!(k− i)!m
i
ac
i
0
(
tmk0
)k−i(
t−mda
)k−i
.
By (3.2), we have
k∑
i=0
k!k!
i!(k− i)!(k − i)!m
i
ac
i
0
(
tmk0
)k−i(
t−mda
)k−i
(w1w2 · · ·wn)= 0.
Therefore
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(
k−1∑
i=0
k!k!
i!(k− i)!(k − i)!m
i
ac
i
0
(
tmk0
)k−1−i(
t−mda
)k−1−i)
t−mda(w1w2 · · ·wn)
=−k!mkack0(w1w2 · · ·wn).
Assume that(
k−1∑
i=0
k!k!
i!(k− i)!(k − i)!m
i
ac
i
0
(
tmk0
)k−1−i(
t−mda
)k−1−i)
t−mda(w1w2 · · ·wn)
= (w′1w′2 · · ·w′m)C,
tmk0
(
w′1w′2 · · ·w′m
)= (w1w2 · · ·wn)B. (3.3)
Then C ∈Cm×n,B ∈ Cn×m and
BC =−k!mkack0I. (3.4)
Therefore r(B) = n, where r(B) denotes the rank of B . This implies that m  n. So
dimTn  dimTn+m, for all n ∈ Zν . Also, by (3.3) and the fact that r(B) = n, we know
that m > n if and only if there exists v ∈ Tn such that tmk0.v = 0. Since tmk0 is locally
nilpotent on T , there exist s ∈ Z, s  0 and w ∈ Tn+sm such that(
tmk0
)
.w= 0.
Therefore (t−mk0)tmk0.w = tmk0(t−mk0.w) = 0. If t−mk0.w = 0, by the proof above,
dimTn+sm−m < dimTn+sm, in contradiction with the fact that dimTn+sm−m  dimTn+sm.
Therefore t−mk0.w = 0 and (t−mk0)r .w = 0, for all r ∈ N. Since(
t−mk0
)s
tmk0.w = tmk0
(
t−mk0
)s
.w= 0
and (t−mk0)s.w ∈ Tn, we deduce that there is a non-zero element v in Tn such that
tmk0.v = 0.
Thus n <m. The lemma holds. ✷
Since Tn are finite-dimensional for all n ∈ Zν , there exists r ∈ Zν such that
dimTr = min
{
dimTn > 0 | n ∈ Zν
}
.
Suppose tmk0 is locally nilpotent on T , for some m ∈ Zν . Then by Lemma 3.2, we have
Tr+m = 0.
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(1) If both tmk0 and tnk0 are locally nilpotent on T , then so is tm+nk0.
(2) If neither tmk0 nor tnk0 is locally nilpotent, then tm+nk0 is not locally nilpotent.
Proof. Suppose tmk0 and tnk0 are locally nilpotent on T and dimTr is one of the smallest
in {dimTk > 0 | k ∈ Zν}. Then
Tr+m = 0, Tr+n = 0. (3.5)
By the proof of Lemma 3.2, we know that t−mk0 is not locally nilpotent on T . If Tr+m+n =
0, since 0 = t−mk0(Tr+m+n) ⊆ Tr+n, we have Tr+n = 0, in contradiction with (3.5).
Therefore Tr+m+n = 0. This means that tm+nk0 is locally nilpotent on T , proving (1).
(2) is obvious. ✷
Lemma 3.4. There is no locally nilpotent element in {tmk0 |m ∈ Zν}. Therefore
dimTn = dimTm, ∀m,n ∈ Zν . (3.6)
Proof. We consider the case that c0 > 0. The proof of the case that c0 < 0 is similar.
Suppose the lemma is false. By Lemma 3.3, there exists one in {t±1i k0 | 1 i  ν} which
is locally nilpotent. Assume that t1k0 is locally nilpotent, by Lemma 3.3, {tk1 k0 | k  1} are
all locally nilpotent too. Therefore
Tr+(k,0,...,0) = 0, (3.7)
for all k ∈ N, where r satisfies dimTr = min{dimTn > 0 | n ∈ Zν}. Let
Tr(m0)=
{
v ∈ U(B)T | d0.v =
(
Λ̂(d0)+m0
)
v, di.v = riv, 1 i  ν
}⊂ V
where m0 ∈ Z. Then by Theorem 2.1,
Tr(m0)= 0,
h.v = Λ̂(h)v,
for all m0 ∈ N, h ∈ H˙ and v ∈ Tr(−m0), where Λ̂ is the same as in Theorem 2.1.
Therefore Tr(−m0) is finite-dimensional. Let v be a non-zero element in Tr , and
{m0, n1, n2, . . . , ns} ⊂ N such that ni = nj , for i = j . Then t−m00 tni1 k0t−ni1 k0.v ∈ Tr(−m0).
We say {t−m00 tni1 k0t−ni1 k0.v | 1 i  s} are linearly independent. In fact, assume that
s∑
ait
−m0
0 t
ni
1 k0t
−ni
1 k0.v = 0.i=1
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t
nj
1 d1t
m0
0 t
−nj
1 d1
(
s∑
i=1
ait
−m0
0 t
ni
1 k0t
−ni
1 k0.v
)
= 0, j = 1,2, . . . , s.
Therefore
s∑
i=1
aini(−nj + ni)tni1 k0t−ni1 k0.v
+
s∑
i=1
aini t
−nj+ni
1 k0
(−nitnj−ni1 k0 + t−ni1 k0tnj1 d1).v
+
s∑
i=1
aini t
−m0
0 t
nj+ni
1 k0
(−nitm00 t−nj−ni1 k0 + t−ni1 k0tm00 t−nj1 d1).v
+
s∑
i=1
ai(−ni)t−m00 tni1 k0
[
(−nj − ni)tm00 t−ni1 k0 + tm00 t
−nj−ni
1 k0t
nj
1 d1
]
.v
+
s∑
i=1
ait
−m0
0 t
ni
1 k0t
nj
1 d1t
−ni
1 k0t
m0
0 t
−nj
1 d1.v
= 0.
By (3.7) and the fact that Tr(m0)= 0, for m0 ∈ N, we deduce that
ajnj k0(−nj )k0.v = 0,
i.e.,
ajn
2
j c
2
0v = 0.
Therefore
aj = 0, j = 1,2, . . . , s.
Since s can be any positive integer, Tr(−m0) is infinite-dimensional, a contradiction.
Therefore the lemma holds. ✷
By Lemma 3.4, we can assume that
dimTn = dimTm = n, (3.8)
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vi(m)= 1
c0
tmk0.vi, i = 1,2, . . . , n. (3.9)
Then {v1(m), v2(m), . . . , vn(m)} is a basis of Tm. Assume that
1
c0
tmk0
(
v1(n), v2(n), . . . , vn(n)
)
= (v1(m+ n), v2(m+ n), . . . , vn(m+ n))Bm,n. (3.10)
Then by Lemmas 3.1 and 3.4, Bm,n is a n× n invertible matrix. Since tmk0 and tnk0 are
commutative, by (3.9) and (3.10) we have
Bm,n = Bn,m. (3.11)
Lemma 3.5. For m,n ∈ Zν . There exist λm,n ∈C and a non-zero element v ∈ T0 such that(
1
c0
tmk0
1
c0
tnk0 − λm,n 1
c0
tm+nk0
)
.v = 0. (3.12)
Proof. Since (
1
c0
tmk0
1
c0
tnk0 − λ 1
c0
tm+nk0
)
(v1, v2, . . . , vn)
= (v1(m+ n), v2(m+ n), . . . , vn(m+ n))(Bm,n − λI),
the lemma follows from the fact that Bm,n has eigenvalues in C. ✷
Lemma 3.6. For m,n ∈ Zν , λ ∈ C. If there exists 0 = v ∈ T such that(
1
c0
tmk0
1
c0
tnk0 − λ 1
c0
tm+nk0
)
.v = 0.
Then 1
c0
tmk0
1
c0
tnk0 − λ 1c0 tm+nk0 is locally nilpotent on T .
Proof. Is similar to that of Lemma 3.1. ✷
By Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6, for m ∈ Zν , if λ is an eigenvalue of B−m,m, then B−m,m − λI
is a nilpotent matrix. Therefore B−m,m does not have different eigenvalues. Denote by λm
the eigenvalue of B−m,m.
Lemma 3.7. For m,n, r, s ∈ Zν , we have
Bm,nBr,s = Br,sBm,n. (3.13)
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1
c0
tmk0
1
c0
tnk0
1
c0
tr k0
1
c0
tsk0(v1, v2, . . . , vn)
= 1
c0
tmk0
1
c0
tnk0
(
v1(r + s), v2(r + s), . . . , vn(r + s)
)
Br,s
= 1
c0
tr+sk0
1
c0
tmk0
1
c0
tnk0(v1, v2, . . . , vn)Br,s
= 1
c0
tr+sk0
(
v1(m+ n), v2(m+ n), . . . , vn(m+ n)
)
Bm,nBr,s
= (v1(m+ n+ r + s), v2(m+ n+ r + s), . . . , vn(m+ n+ r + s))
×Br+s,m+nBm,nBr,s,
1
c0
tr k0
1
c0
tsk0
1
c0
tmk0
1
c0
tnk0(v1, v2, . . . , vn)
= (v1(m+ n+ r + s), v2(m+ n+ r + s), . . . , vn(m+ n+ r + s))
×Br+s,m+nBr,sBm,n.
Therefore
Bm,nBr,s = Br,sBm,n.
The lemma is true. ✷
Lemma 3.8. Let m,n ∈ Zν , then Bm,n does not have different eigenvalues.
Proof. By (3.9) and (3.10), we have
(
1
c0
tmk0
1
c0
tnk0 − λ 1
c0
tm+nk0
)k
(v1, v2, . . . , vn)
=
(
1
c0
tm+nk0
)k
(v1, v2, . . . , vn)(Bm,n − λI)k.
Therefore by Lemmas 3.1 and 3.4, we deduce that(
1
c0
tmk0
1
c0
tnk0 − λ 1
c0
tm+nk0
)k
(v1, v2, . . . , vn)= 0
if and only if
(Bm,n − λI)k = 0.
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Denote by λm,n the eigenvalue of Bm,n. Let
N = {Bm,n |m,n ∈ Zν}.
ThenN is an abelian Lie subalgebra of gln(C), so there exists an invertible matrix P such
that all Cm,n = P−1Bm,nP (m,n ∈ Zν) are upper triangular. Let
(w1,w2, . . . ,wn)= (v1, v2, . . . , vn)P, (3.14)(
w1(m),w2(m), . . . ,wn(m)
)= (v1(m), v2(m), . . . , vn(m))P. (3.15)
Then it is easy to see that
1
c0
tmk0(w1,w2, . . . ,wn)=
(
w1(m),w2(m), . . . ,wn(m)
)
. (3.16)
Furthermore, we have
1
c0
tmk0
1
c0
tnk0(w1,w2, . . . ,wn)
= 1
c0
tmk0
1
c0
tnk0(v1, v2, . . . , vn)P
= (v1(m+ n), . . . , vn(m+ n))Bm,nP
= (w1(m+ n), . . . ,wn(m+ n))P−1Bm,nP
= (w1(m+ n), . . . ,wn(m+ n))Cm,n. (3.17)
Therefore, by (3.14)–(3.17) we can assume that Bm,n (m,n ∈ Zν) are all upper triangular
matrices.
Lemma 3.9. λm,n = 1, for all m,n ∈ Zν .
Proof. If ν  2. Let m,n ∈ Zν be such that ma = 0, na = 0, for some a ∈ {1,2, . . . , ν},
where m = (m1,m2, . . . ,mν), n = (n1, n2, . . . , nν) ∈ Zν . By Lemma 3.6, tmk0tnk0 −
c0λm,ntm+nk0 is locally nilpotent on T . Therefore(
tmk0t
nk0 − c0λm,ntm+nk0
)k
(v1, v2, . . . , vn)= 0,
for some k ∈ N. Thus we have(
t−m−nda
)k(
tmk0t
nk0 − c0λm,ntm+nk0
)k
(v1, v2, . . . , vn)= 0.
By induction on k, we can deduce that
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t−m−nda
)k(
tmk0t
nk0 − c0λm,ntm+nk0
)k
=
k∑
i=0
Cik
k!
(k − i)!m
i
a
(
t−nk0tnk0 − c0λm,nk0
)i
× (tmk0tnk0 − c0λm,ntm+nk0)k−i(t−m−nda)k−i .
Therefore
(
tmk0t
nk0 − c0λm,ntm+nk0
)[k−1∑
i=0
Cik
k!
(k− i)!m
i
a
(
t−nk0tnk0 − c0λm,nk0
)i
× (tmk0tnk0 − c0λm,ntm+nk0)k−i−1(t−m−nda)k−i]
=−k!mka
(
t−nk0tnk0 − c0λm,nk0
)k
. (3.18)
We can assume that
k−1∑
i=0
Cik
k!
(k − i)!m
i
a
(
t−nk0tnk0 − c0λm,nk0
)i(
tmk0t
nk0 − c0λm,ntm+nk0
)k−i−1
× (t−m−nda)k−i (v1, v2, . . . , vn)
= (v1(−m− n), v2(−m− n), . . . , vn(−m− n))D
where D ∈ Cn×n. Note that(
tmk0t
nk0 − c0λm,ntm+nk0
)(
v1(−m− n), v2(−m− n), . . . , vn(−m− n)
)
= 1
c0
t−m−nk0c20
(
1
c0
tmk0
1
c0
tnk0 − λm,n 1
c0
tm+nk0
)
(v1, v2, . . . , vn)
= 1
c0
t−m−nk0
(
v1(m+ n), v2(m+ n), . . . , vn(m+ n)
)
c20(Bm,n − λm,nI)
= (v1, v2, . . . , vn)c20B−m−n,m+n(Bm,n − λm,nI).
Therefore from (3.18) we have
c20B−m−n,m+n(Bm,n − λm,nI)D =−c2k0 k!mka(B−n,n − λm,nI)k. (3.19)
Since 1
c0
tmk0
1
c0
tnk0 −λm,n 1c0 tm+nk0 is locally nilpotent on T and the eigenvalues of Bm,n
are equivalent, Bm,n − λm,nI is a nilpotent matrix. Therefore from (3.19) and the fact that
B−n,n is upper triangular, we deduce that B−n,n − λm,nI is strictly upper triangular, so
λ−n,n = λm,n. (3.20)
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Bn,m+rBm,r = Bm,n+rBn,r = Br,m+nBm,n. (3.21)
Let r =−n. Then
B−n,m+nBm,n = B−n,n.
By (3.20), we have
λ−n,m+n = 1.
Therefore
λn,r = λ−n,n = 1, (3.22)
where n = (n1, n2, . . . , nν), r = (r1, r2, . . . , rν) ∈ Zν and na = 0, ra = 0, for some a ∈
{1,2, . . . , ν}.
Let n = (n1, n2, . . . , nν), r = (r1, r2, . . . , rν) ∈ Zν be such that na = ra = 0, for some
a ∈ {1,2, . . . , ν} or na = 0 and ra = 0 for all a ∈ {1,2, . . . , ν}.
Case 1. na = ra = 0, for some a ∈ {1,2, . . . , ν}. Let m ∈ Zν be such that ma = 0. Then by
(3.22) we have
λm,n+r = λr,m+n = λm,n = 1.
Therefore from (3.21), λn,r = 1.
Case 2. na = 0 and ra = 0 for all a ∈ {1,2, . . . , ν}.
Subcase 1. na = −ra , for some a ∈ {1,2, . . . , ν}. Let m ∈ Zν be such that ma = 0 and
mb =−nb , for some b ∈ {1,2, . . . , ν}. Then by (3.22)
λm,n+r = λm,n = λr,m+n = 1.
Therefore
λn,r = 1.
Subcase 2. na = −ra , for all a ∈ {1,2, . . . , ν}. Let m ∈ Zν be such that ma = −na , for
some a ∈ {1,2, . . . , ν} and mb = 0, for all b = a. Then
λm,n+r = λm,n = λr,m+n = 1.
Therefore λn,r = 1.
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Therefore (
t
m
1 k0t
n
1 k0 − c0λm,ntm+n1 k0
)k
(v1, v2, . . . , vn)= 0, (3.23)
for some k ∈ N. By induction on s, we can deduce that
(
t
−(m+n)
1 d1
)s(
t
m
1 k0t
n
1 k0 − c0λm,ntm+n1 k0
)s
= as
[
mt
−n
1 k0t
n
1 k0 + nt−m1 k0tm1 k0 − c0(m+ n)λm,nk0
]s
+ (tm1 k0tn1 k0 − c0λm,ntm+n1 k0) · σs,
where as ∈N, σs ∈ Hom(T0, T−m−n). Therefore by (3.23) we have(
t
m
1 k0t
n
1 k0 − c0λm,ntm+n1 k0
)
σk(v1, v2, . . . , vn)
=−ak
[
mt
−n
1 k0t
n
1 k0 + nt−m1 k0tm1 k0 − c0(m+ n)λm,nk0
]k
(v1, v2, . . . , vn).
Assume that σk(v1, v2, . . . , vn)= (v1(−m− n), v2(−m− n), . . . , vn(−m− n))Dk . Then
c20B−m−n,m+n(Bm,n − λm,nI)Dk =−akc2k0
[
mB−n,n + nBm,−m − (m+ n)λm,nI
]k
.
Since tm1 k0t
n
1 k0 − c0λm,ntm+n1 k0 is locally nilpotent on T , Bm,n − λm,nI is a strictly upper
triangular matrix. Therefore
mλ−n,n + nλm,−m − (m+ n)λm,n = 0. (3.24)
Let m= n, then
λm,−m = λm,m.
By the fact that Bm,−m = Bm,mB−m,2m, we know that
λ−m,2m = 1, m ∈ Z. (3.25)
Also Bm,−2mB−m,2m = B−2m,2m, therefore by (3.25) we have
λ−2m,2m = 1. (3.26)
Let n=−2m in (3.24), then by (3.25) and (3.26) one has
λm,−m = 1.
Therefore by (3.24), λm,n = 1,m,n ∈ Z. ✷
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and
1
c0
tmk0
(
v1(r), . . . , vn(r)
)= (v1(m+ r), . . . , vn(m+ r)).
Proof. By Lemma 3.9, we know that
1
c0
tmk0v1(r)= v1(m+ r)
and Bm,n − I (m,n ∈ Zν) are all strictly upper triangular matrices. Therefore(
1
c0
tmk0
1
c0
tnk0 − 1
c0
tm+nk0
)
Tr
⊆ L(v1(m+ r + n), . . . , vn−1(m+ r + n)), (3.27)
where L(v1(m+ r + n), . . . , vn−1(m+ r + n)) is the proper subspace of Tm+r+n spanned
by {v1(m+ r + n), . . . , vn−1(m+ r + n)}. Let
T ′ =
∑
m,n∈Zν
(
1
c0
tmk0
1
c0
tnk0 − 1
c0
tm+nk0
)
.T .
Then it is easy to check that T ′ is a submodule of T as τ0-modules. By (3.27), T ′ is a
proper submodule of T . But T is irreducible, so T ′ = {0}, proving the theorem. ✷
Assume that
tmda
(
v1(n), v2(n), . . . , vn(n)
)= (v1(m+ n), v2(m+ n), . . . , vn(m+ n))A(a)m,n,
where A(a)m,n ∈Cn×n . Since [tmda, tnk0] = natm+nk0, by Theorem 3.1, we have
A(a)m,n =A(a)m,0 + naI. (3.28)
Theorem 3.2. For all m,n ∈ Zν , h ∈ H˙ and p = 1,2, . . . , ν, we have
tmkp.T = 0, (3.29)
h⊗ tm(v1(n), v2(n), . . . , vn(n))
= Λ̂(h)(v1(m+ n), v2(m+ n), . . . , vn(m+ n)) (3.30)
where Λ̂ is the same as in Theorem 2.1. Therefore T is an irreducible B0-module.
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tmkp(v1, v2, . . . , vn)=
(
v1(m), v2(m), . . . , vn(m)
)
Cm,p
Then
tmkp
(
v1(r), v2(r), . . . , vn(r)
)
= tmkp 1
c0
tr k0(v1, v2, . . . , vn)
= 1
c0
tr k0t
mkp(v1, v2, . . . , vn)
= 1
c0
tr k0
(
v1(m), v2(m), . . . , vn(m)
)
Cm,p
= (v1(m+ r), v2(m+ r), . . . , vn(m+ r))Cm,p. (3.31)
Therefore
Cm,pCn,q = Cn,qCm,p, m,n ∈ Zν, p, q ∈ {1,2, . . . , ν}. (3.32)
Since 1
c0
tmk0(v1(r), v2(r), . . . , vn(r))= (v1(m+ r), v2(m+ r), . . . , vn(m+ r)), by (3.31)
and (3.32) we can assume that Cm,p (m ∈ Zν , 1 p  ν) are all upper triangular matrices.
From the assumption that kp.T = 0, p = 1,2, . . . , ν, we have[
t−mda, tmkp
]= 0.
Therefore
t−mdatmkp(v1, v2, . . . , vn)= tmkpt−mda(v1, v2, . . . , vn)
and so (
A
(a)
−m,0 +maI
)
Cm,p = Cm,pA(a)−m,0,
i.e., [
A
(a)
−m,0,Cm,p
]=−maCm,p.
If Cm,p is invertible, then A(a)−m,0 and A
(a)
−m,0 + maI are similar matrices, which is
impossible, since ma is non-zero. So there exists v ∈ T such that tmkp.v = 0. By
Lemma 3.1, tmkp is locally nilpotent on T , so Cm,p are strictly upper triangular. Let B1 be
the Lie algebra spanned by {tmkp |m ∈ Zν,1 p  ν}. Then B1.T is a proper submodule
of T as τ0-modules. But T is irreducible, so B1.T = 0. ThereforeCm,p = 0, for all m ∈ Zν ,
1 p  ν, proving (3.29).
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h1 ⊗ tm,h2 ⊗ tn
]= 0
where h1, h2 ∈ H˙. Since h.v = Λ̂(h)v for all h ∈ H˙, v ∈ T and[
trda, h⊗ tm
]=mah⊗ tr+m,
similar to the case of tmk0 (if Λ̂(h) = 0) or tmkp (if Λ̂(h)= 0, 1 p  ν), one can prove
(3.30). ✷
4. The structure of V
In this section, we study the structure of V for the case that c0 > 0, c1 = c2 = · · · =
cν = 0. The discussion for the case that c0 < 0, c1 = · · · = cν = 0 is similar. Let M be an
irreducible τ0-module. We let τ+ act on M by zero and so we have the induced module
for τ :
U = Indττ++τ0(M).
It is clear that module U has a Zν+1-gradation.
Proposition 4.1. Let U be the above τ -module.
(1) There is a maximal one among the submodules of U intersecting M trivially. We denote
the maximal submodule by U rad.
(2) The module of quotients U = U/U rad is an irreducible τ -module.
(3) If U ′ is an irreducible τ -module generated by M such that U ′ = U(τ−).M and
U(τ+).M = 0. Then U ∼= U ′.
As in [2], if L is a vector space, let L[[z, z−1]] be the formal Laurent series with
coefficients in L, i.e.,
L
[[
z, z−1
]]= {∑
n∈Z
xnz
−n
∣∣∣ xn ∈L}.
If x(z)=∑n∈Z xnz−n, we say that x−n is the nth moment of x(z). If L =⊕n∈Z Ln is a
graded vector space, define Lgr[[z, z−1]] by
Lgr
[[
z, z−1
]]= {∑
n∈Z
xnz
−n
∣∣∣ xn ∈Ln}.
A Laurent series
∑
n∈Z xnz−n is called restricted if and only if there is some N such that
j N implies xj = 0.
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For g(z)=∑n∈Z gnz−n ∈G[[z, z−1]] and x ∈L, g(z)x is defined by
g(z)x =
∑
n∈Z
(gnx)z
−n.
We say that the G-module L is restricted if for any v ∈ L, there is some q ∈ Z such that
Giv = 0, for all i  q . It is easy to see that a G-module L is restricted if and only if for
any g(z) ∈Ggr[[z, z−1]] and any v ∈ L, g(z)v is restricted.
Lemma 4.1 [2]. Let V1 (respectively V2) be restricted module for the Z-graded algebra
G1 (respectively G2). Then for all g(z) ∈G1,gr[[z, z−1]] and h(z) ∈G2,gr[[z, z−1]] there
is a well-defined mapping
g(z)⊗ h(z) :V1 ⊗ V2 → (V1 ⊗ V2)
[[
z, z−1
]]
given by
g(z)⊗ h(z)(v⊗w)=
∑
i∈Z
∑
j∈Z
(giv⊗ hjw)z−i−j .
Let G be a Z-graded Lie algebra. Due to the Poincare–Birkhoff–Witt theorem, the
components of the Z-grading of the universal enveloping algebra U(G) can be written
as
U(G)k =
⊕
j0, i0
i+j=k
U(G−)i ⊗U(G0)⊗U(G+)j .
Denote by U(G) the completion of U(G). Then
U(G)=
⊕
k∈Z
U(G)k,
where
U(G)k =
∏
j0, i0
i+j=k
U(G−)i ⊗U(G0)⊗U(G+)j .
Now, let V and T be the same as in Section 3 and c0 > 0. Then T is an irreducible B0-
module and U(B+).T = 0. Let
M = IndB (T ) (4.1)B0⊕B+
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intersecting T trivially. Then M , M rad and M =M/M rad are restricted modules of B and
M is irreducible.
Let Û(B) be the subalgebra of U(B) such that
Û(B)=U(D∗)U(K).
Then Û(B) acts on M . We now define some elements of Û(B)[[z, z−1]] as follows:
kp(z, r)=
∑
i∈Z
(
t i0t
r kp
)
z−i , 0 p  ν, r ∈ Zν, (4.2)
k0(z)= k0(z,0), (4.3)
k(z, r)= 1
c0
k0(z, r), (4.4)
kp(z)=
∑
i∈Z
i =0
(
t i0kp
)
z−i , 1 p  ν. (4.5)
We know that the moments of these series act on the restricted modules M , M rad and M .
We will show that
kp(z, r)= kp(z)k(z, r), (4.6)
for all 1 p  ν, r ∈ Zν .
For r,m ∈ Zν,1 p  ν, let
b(z, r,m)= k(z, r +m)− k(z, r)k(z,m), (4.7)
bp(z, r)= kp(z, r)− kp(z)k(z, r). (4.8)
Let I be the ideal of U(K)[[z, z−1]] generated by all the series bp(z, r), b(z, r,m),
r,m ∈ Zν , 1  p  ν. Also, let R be the subspace of U(K) spanned by all moments
of the series in I . Then R is a homogeneous ideal of U(K) in the Zν+1-grading. As R is
homogeneous in the Z-grading, let
R=
⊕
i∈Z
Ri .
Lemma 4.2. The zero componentR0 of R acts trivially on T .
Proof. To show that R0 acts on T trivially, it is sufficient to prove that the zero moments
of k(z, r + m) − k(z, r)k(z,m) and kp(z, r) − kp(z)k(z, r) annihilate T , since U(K) is
commutative and K+.T = 0.
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moments of both kp(z, r) and kp(z)k(z, r) act trivially on T . The fact that the zero moment
of k(z, r +m)− k(z, r)k(z,m) annihilate T follows from Theorem 3.1. ✷
Lemma 4.3. The space R is ad(B)-invariant.
Proof. For a ∈ {1,2, . . . , ν}, n0 ∈ Z, m,r ∈ Zν , we have[
t
n0
0 t
ndaz
−n0 , k(z, r +m)]
=
[
t
n0
0 t
ndaz
−n0 , 1
c0
∑
i∈Z
t i0t
r+mk0z−i
]
= 1
c0
(ra +ma)
∑
i∈Z
t
n0+i
0 t
r+m+nk0z−n0−i
= (ra +ma)k(z, r +m+ n),[
t
n0
0 t
ndaz
−n0 , k(z,m)k(z, r)
]
= [tn00 tndaz−n0 , k(z,m)]k(z, r)+ k(z,m)[tn00 tndaz−n0 , k(z, r)]
=mak(z,m+ n)k(z, r)+ rak(z,m)k(z,n+ r).
Therefore [
t
n0
0 t
ndaz
−n0 , k(z, r +m)− k(z,m)k(z, r)]
=ma
[
k(z, r +m+ n)− k(z, r +m)k(z, r)]
+ ra
[
k(z, r +m+ n)− k(z,m)k(z,n+ r)].
So [tn00 tndaz−n0 , k(z, r + m) − k(z,m)k(z, r)] ∈ I . For m0 ∈ Z, m,r ∈ Zν , a,p ∈{1,2, . . . , ν}, we have[
t
m0
0 t
mdaz
−m0, kp(z, r)
]
=
∑
j∈Z
[
t
m0
0 t
mda, t
j
0 t
r kp
]
z−m0−j
=
∑
j∈Z
rat
m0+j
0 t
m+rkpz−m0−j + δap
ν∑
l=0
∑
j∈Z
mlt
m0+j
0 t
m+rklz−m0−j
= rakp(z,m+ r)+ δap
ν∑
l=0
mlkl(z,m+ r),
[
t
m0
0 t
mdaz
−m0, kp(z)k(z, r)
]
= [tm0 tmdaz−m0, kp(z)]k(z, r)+ kp(z)[tm0 tmdaz−m0, k(z, r)]0 0
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ν∑
l=0
mlkl(z,m)k(z, r)+ rakp(z)k(z,m+ r).
Therefore [
t
m0
0 t
mdaz
−m0, kp(z, r)− kp(z)k(z, r)
]
= ra
[
kp(z,m+ r)− kp(z)k(z,m+ r)
]
+ δap
ν∑
l=0
ml
[
kl(z,m+ r)− kl(z,m)k(z, r)
]
= ra
[
kp(z,m+ r)− kp(z)k(z,m+ r)
]
+ δap
ν∑
l=0
ml
[
kl(z,m+ r)− kl(z)k(z,m+ r)
]
+ δap
ν∑
l=0
mlkl(z)
[
k(z,m+ r)− k(z,m)k(z, r)]
− δap
ν∑
l=0
ml
[
kl(z,m)− kl(z)k(z,m)
]
k(z, r).
So [tm00 tmdaz−m0, kp(z, r)− kp(z)k(z, r)] ∈ I , proving the lemma. ✷
Lemma 4.4. Let M be the same as in (4.1), then RM ⊆M rad.
Proof. Similar to that of Lemma 3.25 in [2]. ✷
Theorem 4.1. Let M be the same as in (4.1), then on M =M/M rad, we have
kp(z, r)= kp(z)k(z, r), (4.9)
k(z, r +m)= k(z, r)k(z,m) (4.10)
for all r,m ∈ Zν , 1 p  ν. Therefore
kp(z,m+ r)= kp(z, r)k(z,m). (4.11)
Let Λ̂ ∈H∗a be the same as that in (1) of Theorem 2.1. Define Λa ∈H∗a by
Λa |H˙⊕Ck0 = Λ̂|H˙⊕Ck0 , Λa(d0)= 0.
Let L(Λa) be an irreducible highest weight module of Ga with the highest weight Λa .
Denote by vΛa the associated highest weight vector. Let
V = L(Λa)⊗M.
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i∈Z
(
g⊗ t i0tr
)
z−i
)
.(v⊗w)
=
(∑
i∈Z
(
g⊗ t i0
)
z−i ⊗ k(z, r)
)
.(v⊗w)
=
∑
i∈Z
∑
j∈Z
((
g⊗ t i0
)
.v⊗
(
1
c0
t
j
0 t
r k0
)
.w
)
z−i−j , (4.12)
x.(v⊗w)= v⊗ x.w, (4.13)
d0.(v⊗w)= d0.v⊗w+ v⊗ d0.w (4.14)
where g ∈ G˙, x ∈K⊕D∗∗, D∗∗ = {∑νi=1 Ctm00 tmdi |m0 ∈ Z, m ∈ Zν }.
Theorem 4.2.
(1) V = L(Λa)⊗M is an irreducible module with the highest weight space vΛa ⊗ T .
(2) As τ -modules, V is isomorphic to V .
Proof. (1) By Theorem 4.2 of [2] and Theorem 4.1, V is a τ -module. The irreducibility of
V follows from the fact that both L(Λa) and M are irreducible. By (4.12)–(4.14), V has
the highest weight space vΛa ⊗ T . (2) follows from (1) and Proposition 4.1. ✷
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